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Everyone had their eyes glued to Heather because she had been the most popular student back in the 
day. In fact, she still remained the most popular one amongst others up until today. 
 
“Hey! It’s the most famous diva of the school back in the day!” 
 
“It has been quite a few years, but she’s still as gorgeous as always!” 
 
“Heather, you’re getting gorgeous day by day. Hurry up! Come and join us.” 
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Most of the men greeted Heather enthusiastically upon her arrival; they were charmed by her beauty 
once again. However, a few of the women were jealous of her. 
 
Everyone neglected Alex’s presence as though he wasn’t one of the guests. 
 
Actually, Heather didn’t put in much effort to doll herself up either. She merely had a relatively simple 
outfit on and light make-up on her face. 
 
The white nightgown she had couldn’t conceal the busty figure of hers. The illumination perfectly 
highlighted her porcelain-like skin. In short, her appearance added a touch of maturity and made her she 
seemed like a sexy diva who would be capable of seducing a man with a mere blink. 
 
On the other hand, Alex had a relatively casual appearance as he merely had an ordinary T-shirt and a 
pair of jeans on. He didn’t bother to put on a proper pair of shoes; he had a pair of blue sandals on. In 
short, he didn’t seem like someone who deserved to be Heather’s husband. 
 
His dull appearance was one of the reasons why the crowd had neglected him. Apart from that, only a 
few of the guests knew Alex back in the day. 
 
Suddenly, a commotion came from the entrance as someone yelled, “Wade and Tony are here!” 
 
“Tony is finally here? I heard he’s a successful entrepreneur who owns multiple businesses.” 
 
“Yea! Apart from Wade, I’m pretty sure he’s the most successful one amongst us.” 
 
“Duh… Isn’t it obvious? Tony’s car is a freaking Maserati! I heard he’s the sole sponsor for the event this 
time. He’s filthy rich!” 
 
“It’s the same for Wade! He’s going to get promoted soon. I’m so jealous of them!” 
 
The crowd engaged themselves in a heated discussion as they rushed over to the entrance to welcome 
Tony and Wade. 
 
Heather gave it some thought before deciding to join the crowd. 
 
I’m the person in charge of Jennings Corporation, after all. 



 
Although the last session she had with Wade didn’t end well, she was aware that she would frequently 
run into Wade and the likes of him in the future. Therefore, she hoped she could get to improve their 
relationship through the event. 
 
As the crowd lined up by the entrance, Tony and Wade walked into the dining suite, followed by Harry 
and Ginny. 
 
The latter two seemed as though they were only there to complement Tony and Wade’s presence. 
 
Actually, Alex was relatively surprised because Tony was right behind Wade. In short, Tony had greater 
achievements as compared to Wade. 
 
Nevertheless, he couldn’t be bothered by it because Tony was, after all, a civil servant with a strong 
background. Hence, it was only a matter of time until he got promoted. 
 
If that were the case, Tony wouldn’t try to steal the limelight from Wade as he was merely an 
entrepreneur. 
 
Tony was actually the mastermind behind the gathering. He was the one who had instructed Wade to 
hold the gathering and invite their classmates. 
 
Tony had been Wade’s sidekick all along. Throughout the years, Tony had generated countless fortunes 
due to his relationship with Wade. Therefore, he would never defy the other man’s instructions. 
 
Everyone respected Wade and were aware of the relationship between Tony and him as well as his 
capability. 
 
It was undeniable that Wade was a handsome man, but he was considered short for a man – he was 
merely five feet five inches tall. 
 
Both of them greeted everyone passionately as they entered the dining suite ostentatiously. 
 
Meanwhile, Wade turned around and cast his gaze on Heather. He couldn’t wait for her to greet him. 
 
Actually, he had invited Heather to join them because he wanted to prove himself superior to her good-
for-nothing husband. 
 
Once everyone took their seats, they started flattering Wade, occupying his time and attention. 
Therefore, he hadn’t had the chance to draw everyone’s attention to Alex. 
 
Ginny wished to join the conversation, but she had to give up once she saw Alex’s irritated expression. 
 
As soon as their homeroom teacher showed up, Tony instructed Wade to get the dishes served. 
 
Everyone had a great time and enjoyed the session. Their homeroom teacher had his gaze on Alex, who 
was by Heather’s side, halfway through their conversation. 
 



“Heather, they tell me you’re married. Is this your husband? What’s his occupation?” their homeroom 
teacher asked. 
 
Their homeroom teacher was certain Heather would have gotten married to the heir of a wealthy 
family, but he was baffled when he detected the presence of Alex. 


